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RETIRED WOMEN TEACHERS OF ONTARIO
ORGANISATION DES ENSEIGNANTES RETRAITÉES DE L'ONTARIO

Report of the Ad Hoc Committee
2015 – 2015
1. Terms of Reference
This committee was formed to study the implications of extending membership in RWTO/OERO to other
retired women in education.

2. Process
Our committee refined the term “other retired women in education” to specify as the target group, inclassroom support workers such as Educational Assistants (EA’s) or Early Childhood Educators (ECE’s). In early
October, we sent to all branches via their Area Directors, a letter that outlined the terms of reference for the
committee, the committee membership, an overview of the issue and its background, plus three suggestions as
to how a branch might explore the issue with its membership. The three suggestions included a series of
questions, a short questionnaire, and a discussion model suitable for larger branches or several branches
working together. The letter is contained in Appendix A.
All branches were invited to respond to the issue by April 20, 2015. Responses from individuals were also
encouraged.
All the work of this committee was carried out by e-mail. Early email discussions were held to identify the
process and refine the initial letter. As the responses came in, the Chair emailed them in batches to the
members for review and reflection.
A table of the frequency of similar comments was created and is included in Appendix B. Some of the
comments represent a composite of several similar comments made by members or branches. In other
cases, the wording comes from the comment of one member or branch who articulated clearly the
thoughts offered by many others. Every comment in every response was reviewed carefully and, either
matched to an existing comment or added to the comment list. The frequencies were used to identify
trends in thinking among the responders. The trends gave rise to the Major Arguments presented in
Sections 4, 5, 6, and 7 of this report, and enabled the Committee members to make observations, from
which implications were drawn and recommendations made.
This gathering of opinion from our membership was carried out in a careful and organized fashion, but not
in a strictly statistical way. Every member, as an individual or through a branch, was given the opportunity
to respond in a manner that suited them. All branch reports were accepted on an equal footing, regardless
of branch size. Every effort has been made by the committee to produce a report that reflects the opinions
of the membership in a balanced and neutral way.
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3. Level of Response and Overall Sentiment
Total Number of Responses
Responses in Support of the
Current Membership Criteria
Responses in Support of
Membership Extension

BRANCH RESPONSES
37
26

INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES
26
20

11

6

4. Major Arguments In Support of the Current Membership Criteria
a) The backgrounds of teachers and support workers are very different. The responsibilities of inclassroom support workers do not begin to compare with those of a teacher. Extending our
membership to include in-classroom support workers would change the nature of our organization.
Some long-standing members might choose to leave. It was observed in one branch response that,
“the older the retired teacher, the stronger she felt in opposition to membership expansion”.
b) RWTO/OERO is a professional organization for teachers and should be kept that way. We are the
Retired Women TEACHERS of Ontario, not just a retired women’s group. We share a focus, a
direction, an identity, and a rich history. Many responses identified RWTO/OERO as an extension of
membership in FWTAO. The following sentiment was expressed in various ways: “Soon we will
celebrate sixty years as an organization. To expand the membership now would not be an honour
to the hard-working women who formed this organization and worked so hard to improve
conditions for retired women teachers.”
c) There are other organizations for in-classroom support workers to join, for example RTO/ERO. They
could also organize to form their own group. If retired teachers and retired non-teachers want to
find a way to be together after they retire, they can always find a way, especially if they are friends.
The branches have a tradition of welcoming school support staff or other non-teachers as guests at
branch activities. There is no need for RWTO/OERO to lose its unique identity in order to become a
broad-based retiree organization, when many others already exist.
d) Extending the membership could result in even faster growth of larger branches. This brings with it
challenges in administrative functions, programming, and finding venues for luncheons. This
challenge could also hold true for small branches where only smaller venues are available.

5. Major Arguments In Support of Extending the Membership Criteria
a) Extending the membership to include in-classroom support workers has the potential to:
- increase the size of the membership, especially in small branches;
- grow the number of members, thereby increasing the rebates available to branches and the
pool for the insurance program; and
- bring in fresh insights and new ideas, making our groups more dynamic and diversified.
b) In-classroom support workers are an integral part of the classroom. They, too, educate and do
much good work, often in difficult situations. They have the same goals and commitment to
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education that we have always valued. They were our colleagues with whom we formed strong
bonds while working together in developing and delivering program to assist the learning of special
needs and identified students.
c) In the past, some RWTO/OERO members were able to teach with a year of Normal School. Teacher
qualifications have changed over the years and so have those of the Educational Assistant and the
Early Childhood Educator. At present, in order to receive certification, EA’s and ECE’s have two or
more years of post-secondary study, including field placements in the classroom setting.
RWTO/OERO doesn’t discriminate among teachers with degrees, more than one degree, or no
degree. We should be inclusive and welcoming to all those who were our colleagues. Moreover,
EA’s and ECE’s continue taking courses and training, often alongside classroom teachers, through
professional development opportunities, provided by their boards of employment.
d) Many RWTO/OERO members are not aware of the role and position that EA’s and ECE’s have in
modern classrooms. The contributions made by EA’s and ECE’s are significant. Ever since the
Special Needs/Opportunity classrooms were closed, those students have been assimilated into
regular classrooms. In these classrooms, EA’s are more likely to play a vital role in the
teaching/learning. Some EAs, in addition to preparing and administering materials and
implementing alternative strategies, supervise students who require routine assistance with eating
or toileting. Some EA’s may also be called upon to deal with students who suffer from conditions
such as anxiety or autism, requiring properly administered behavioural techniques to keep all
persons safe in the school and provide an environment in which these students can learn. In a
JK/SK program, the ECE is involved in the development and implementation of the program
alongside the teacher. Many modern classrooms are managed, not just by a teacher, but by a team
comprised of the teacher, who sets the program, and one or more in-classroom support workers
who assist in carrying it out. By changing our membership criteria to include retired in-classroom
support workers, RWTO/OERO would have an opportunity to recognize as partners in education,
those who help to bring about the academic success of all students.

6. Major Questions Posed in the Responses
a) How many in-classroom support workers would like to join RWTO/OERO? Has anyone surveyed inclassroom support workers to see if they would be interested in joining?
b) The question below was raised as an argument, both For and Against Membership Extension. In
other words, it is a clear issue:
Would we accept in-classroom support workers as full members or as associate members?
c) If we open the door to retired EA’s and ECE’s, would the door then be open to any retired women
who had worked in education? And, should it be? What would be the criteria used to extend
membership to one group of school support workers, while excluding others?
d) An argument frequently voiced against extension of the membership is the belief that
RWTO/OERO’s name would have to change, resulting in many other costly changes. But, name change
should not be assumed to be a necessity. RTO, OSSTF, and ETFO have all retained their names, while
now including non-teaching members within their organizations. So rather than listing name change
as an argument against extension, the issue is included here as a question: If membership were
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extended, would RWTO/OERO change its name? Please note that, included in Appendix C, is the
analysis provided by Gloria Drake, of the costs involved in changing the name of our organization.
e) A number of members asked the question “Is the membership of RWTO/OERO in danger of serious
decline?” The question of membership was referred to Gloria Drake, who responded with a report of
the RWTO/OERO Membership Count and Reserves from 2008 to 2015. The report indicates that our
membership has risen and fallen slightly over this period, but has always been over 5000 members. The
reserves have risen steadily over the period, from $176 061 in 2008 to $287 771 in 2015. See Appendix
D for the details of this report.

7. Major General Comments Expressed in the Responses
a) The issue of extending the membership is multi-faceted. More discussion, careful thought, research
and study are needed.
b) The issue of allowing Educational Assistants and Early Childhood Educators to become part of the
RWTO/OERO organization cannot be resolved quickly. Are we asking our members to make a
judgement too quickly and without adequate preparation? If our Provincial and local RWTO/OERO
branches cannot welcome these educational colleagues wholeheartedly in a spirit of Caring and
Sharing, then we should delay this potentially divisive vote until a time when we are confident we
have examined the issue and the options from all sides. There is nothing to be gained from forcing a
decision at this time. Presently, the potential exists for bad feelings and untold fallings out, no
matter how the vote goes.
c) The number of retired in-classroom support workers would always be less than the number of
retired teachers. The interests of the two groups are similar. For these reasons, it is unlikely that
the inclusion of in-classroom support workers in RWTO/OERO would cause any change to the
organization.

8. Observations, Implications, and Recommendations

8.1

OBSERVATIONS
IMPLICATIONS
Many branches raised the question of whether Are we, as an organization, being presumptive
in-classroom support workers would, in fact, be in thinking that there is a large group of retired
interested in joining RWTO/OERO.
in-classroom support workers who would want
to join RWTO/OERO? Have we been
approached about membership by inclassroom support workers or is it that
RWTO/OERO members wish to invite them?
This is an area which would need to be
explored in advance of any potential change in
membership criteria. Otherwise, are we not
“putting the cart before the horse”?
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8.2

8.3

OBSERVATIONS
Many responses voiced concern about the
issue of how widely the extension should be
offered. Some were concerned that admitting
EA’s and ECE’s would open the door wide to
any retired woman educator. Others felt that
restricting the extension to EA’s and ECE’s,
without offering membership to other retired
women school support staff, would be an act
of exclusivity.
There is a remarkable contrast between
arguments in favour of the original criteria and
those expressed in favour of extension.
- Responders wishing to retain the current
criteria tend to be against any extension, on
the basis that RWTO/OERO should remain as it
was when it was created, an organization for
retired women TEACHERS. One part of this
point of view is the fact that the majority of
our current elementary membership were
FWTAO members and identify with that past.

IMPLICATIONS
If extension is to be undertaken, it must be
clear to the membership which groups are to
be included and why.

In the future, there will be more of a balance
of membership between those with and those
without an FWTAO past. There will also be
more retired teachers who have observed or
experienced the contributions of in-classroom
support workers to the benefit of teachers and
students.
While, at this time, the point of view to retain
current membership criteria is widely held, we
may see a gradual movement in the future
toward acceptance of extension

- Responders wishing to extend the
membership had experience working with inclassroom support staff during their careers
and are aware of the changes that have
occurred in classrooms.

8.4

Both points of view are passionately held.
As a result of exploring the issue of
The wording which states our membership
membership extension, It became apparent
criteria needs to be clear and consistent on all
from the responses that there are varying
documents and websites.
beliefs regarding the current criteria for
membership in RWTO/OERO. The belief that
members were certified teachers who had
taught in publicly funded (Catholic or Public)
elementary or secondary schools is commonly
held. However, it is also believed by some that
the criteria include post-secondary teachers
(college and university). As well, the
RWTO/OERO website, until recently, invited
“nursery school” teachers to join, and still
invites qualified teachers from anywhere in
the world to join.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
a) Do not bring forward any resolutions to extend RWTO/OERO membership at this time. [8.3]
b) Continue studying the issue, focusing on the questions of how broad the extension should be
and whether or not in-classroom support workers would be interested in joining RWTO/OERO.
[8.1, 8.2]
c) Review the issue of extension in five years from now, using Area-based discussions. [8.3]
d) Clarify the current membership criteria as soon as possible, inform all branches, and ensure
that the Constitution, the Policy Manual, the website, membership brochures, and any other
document or publication contain the clarified current membership criteria. [8.4]
e) Send a copy of this Ad Hoc Committee report to every branch for study and discussion with
their membership. Place a hard copy of this Ad Hoc Committee report in the Provincial
Archives, along with a hard copy of all of the original responses received from branches and
individuals. Post a copy of this Ad Hoc Committee Report on the RWTO/OERO .org website.

1. Final Statement from the Ad Hoc Committee
Working together, being sensitive to the needs of all, respecting all, and using creativity and flexibility to
solve problems: these are the things that teachers do best. Over the next few years, discussion about
membership extension will continue. Can we work together, using our skills, to create a strategy that every
branch could support? As one branch said it, “Overall, our branch does not support the resolution or the
amendment. That being said, there are those in our branch who would welcome EA’s and ECE workers into
RWTO/OERO. The challenge is how to make everyone happy.”
We appreciate the time and effort taken by the branches and individuals who responded, and the careful
thought and many discussions that went into their submissions.
We thank our organization for the opportunity to work together on this committee. We value and respect
the differences of opinion of our members, and hope that the findings of our report will strengthen
RWTO/OERO, so that we can work together for the good of this wonderful organization.
Respectfully submitted
Peggy Stock (Chair) and the members of the Ad Hoc Committee
May 12, 2015
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APPENDIX A
RWTO/OERO
AD HOC COMMITTEE 2014–2015
Addressing the Issue of Expanding the Membership

October 2014
Dear Branch Presidents,
At the RWTO/OERO Provincial Board of Directors meeting held September 15-17, 2014 an Ad Hoc Committee was
formed to study the implications of extending the membership to include retired women in-classroom support staff,
such as Educational Assistants and Early Childhood Educators, and to report back to the Board of Directors and then
to the AGM in the spring of 2015.
Structure of the Ad Hoc Committee:
This Ad Hoc Committee is made up of nine RWTO/OERO members:
4 members-at-large: Judy Crompton, Judy McLaughlin, LeAnne Taylor and Leslie Uttley
4 Board members:
Peggy Stock, 2nd Vice President, Sharron Colter, Director Area 1,
Anne Graham, Past President, Adrienne Johnson, Director Area 5,
plus our President, Marilyn Emmett, (ex-officio on every committee within our organization)
A concerted effort has been made to represent all branch sizes and all regions of Ontario.
The work of this Ad Hoc committee is significant. We are tasked with studying the impact and implications that
would occur within RWTO/OERO if our membership were to be extended to include other retired women.
Throughout the rest of this letter, we’ll refer to this group as retired women in-classroom support workers. We, the
committee, must make sure that we give all areas of the province and every voice within our organization the
opportunity to communicate their thoughts regarding this issue. We need your input to achieve these goals.
Thus, we are seeking direct input from each branch. We are asking branches to discuss and examine their thoughts
and concerns regarding extending membership within RWTO/OERO to include retired women in-classroom support
workers. We request that branches record and to send their opinions via e-mail, to this committee no later than
April 20, 2015. We encourage branches to send in their responses well in advance of this date. However, realizing
that some branches meet in October, and then not again until April, we wanted to make sure you all had enough
time to study, discuss and prepare a response.
The committee will study and compile all submissions and will submit its report to the Board and to AGM 2015. We
thank all branches in advance for their contributions and hope that you will find this exercise a strengthening and
purposeful one. Here is the contact information for committee members.
Chair: Peggy Stock
Judy Crompton
Judy McLaughlin
LeAnne Taylor
Leslie Uttley
Sharron Colter
Anne Graham
Adrienne Johnson
Marilyn Emmett

pegstockhome@netscape.ca
jcrompton2@cogeco.ca
smclaughlin@cogeco.ca
haw_taylor@hotmail.com
leslieuttley@tnt21.com
dshcolter@cabletv.on.ca
grahamanne56@bell.net
adrjohsevi@gmail.com
emmett@cogeco.ca

East Parry Sound Branch
St. Catharines Branch
Sarnia Lambton Branch
Lydia Snow North Halton Branch
South Bruce Branch
Wiarton Branch
Lanark Branch
Scarborough Branch
Provincial President 2014-2015
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We look forward to hearing from you all, and, if you have any questions or concerns, please contact me. This
committee is here to help you.
The committee recognizes that each of RWTO/OERO’s 52 branches is a unique entity and operates as an
independent structure within the whole. Branches may wish to record their opinions on this issue, without any guide
questions. Other branches might find it helpful to have some guidelines.
On the following pages, you will find some background information. Also, if you need help structuring your
discussion, we have created some questions and strategies you might find useful.
Background Information:
The formation of this Ad Hoc Committee is a direct response to Resolution #4 which was brought to June 2014
AGM by Lydia Snow North Halton Branch.
Resolution #4 (from Lydia Snow Branch)
Be it resolved that:
Constitution - Article 111, Membership and Fees, section 1 be amended to include the addition of: retired women
Educational Assistants be eligible for membership in RWTO/OERO on the same basis as retired women teachers.
After considerable discussion by the voting delegates at the AGM, Resolution #4 was deferred to the Board.
Subsequently, Motion #AM-12 was brought to the floor and carried.
Motion #AM-12: That the Board create an Ad Hoc Committee to study the implications of extending the
membership to other retired women in education and to report back to the 2015 AGM.
“Historical” Information
The question of extending membership is not a new one. It was raised as recently as 2011, at the 2011 AGM, when
Sandy Houlgrave asked the Board to consider extending the membership. In response to that request, an Ad Hoc
committee was struck in October 2011. The committee studied the question through consultation with members
and, at that time, returned the recommendation that there be no change in membership criteria for RWTO/OERO.
However, this is such an important topic that, just two years later, it has come up again. It is an issue that we
must examine, research, and reflect upon as carefully and as completely as we can.
To this end, we encourage every branch of RWTO/OERO to canvas its membership for their opinions on the topic of
expanding the RWTO/OERO membership.
We offer our assistance as committee members.
Perhaps your branch wishes to write on this issue, without referring to any questions. Please feel free to do so.
In whatever way you do it, the main thing is that our committee needs your responses and input in order to
prepare our report for AGM 2015. We welcome individual responses from within branches as well for members
who wish to write their own personal views
A. The following series of questions has been developed through our deliberations. We offer them all to you, for
use in your discussion, to use or not, as you wish. Some of the questions are very similar in nature, so feel free to
pick and choose.
1. What is your current understanding of the membership requirements for RWTO/OERO?
2. What are your definitions or parameters of "other retired women in education"?
3. In principle, would you support the expansion of the RWTO/OERO membership to include retired women inclassroom support staff?
4. Would RWTO/OERO benefit from admitting into membership, retired women who were trained in-classroom
support workers. Why or why not?
5. How would RWTO/OERO change as a result of having, as members, women who were not retired teachers?
6. Would our branch be in favour of making necessary changes to RWTO/OERO’s name, structure, policies,
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Constitution, etc, as required, to admit into membership, retired in-classroom support workers?
7. What would be the benefits to RWTO/OERO, to have a larger membership inclusive of retired women in-classroom
support workers?
8. What would be the disadvantages to RWTO/OERO, to have a larger membership inclusive of retired women inclassroom support workers?
9. What is a vision statement for the future membership of RWTO/OERO that your Branch would recommend?
________________________________________________________________________________
B. Judy McLaughlin has developed a survey format which your branch might find helpful. It’s attached below,
with some sample questions which you could use and add to. The comments you attach to this type of survey are
very important to the Committee.
1. RWTO/OERO would benefit from admitting retired women In-classroom support workers, as full members into our
organization.
1_____________
2________________
3____________
4________________
5__________________
strongly agree
agree somewhat no opinion
disagree somewhat strongly disagree

2. Our branch is in favour of making necessary changes, as required, to RWTO/OERO’s name, structure, policies and
constitution in order to open up membership to retired women In-classroom support workers.
1_____________
2________________
3____________
4________________
5__________________
strongly agree
agree somewhat no opinion
disagree somewhat strongly disagree

C. Judy Crompton has developed an excellent process that a larger branch might wish to use. This process would
work well if several branches wished to gather together for discussion. Please feel free to contact her for more
information jcrompton2@cogeco.ca
Canvassing Your Branch
Note: The process described below is based on group discussion to generate ideas and explore issues. Smaller
branches might consider coming together to achieve the numbers necessary.
1. Convene a meeting of at least 30 people. Identify a Chair and a Secretary.
2. Break the larger group into smaller groups to consider each of the two questions below. Appoint a recorder
for each group.
Question 1:
What is your current understanding of the membership requirements for RWTO/OERO?
Question 2:
In principle, would you support the expansion of the RWTO/OERO membership to include retired women inclassroom support staff? Please explain your reasoning.
3. After a period of time, have the recorder from each group report the group’s findings to the whole group.
Encourage questions and discussion during this process, monitored by the Chair and recorded by the
Secretary.
4. At the end of all the reporting, have each group recorder hand her records to the Secretary. The Chair will
then summarize the main findings of the meeting.
5. The Chair will take all the records and produce a report that represents the findings of the meeting. The
Chair will share the report with the Secretary and two or three other people who attended the meeting,
seeking their feedback.
6. The Chair will send the final report to the Ad Hoc Committee.
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APPENDIX B

CODE

COMMENT FREQUENCY TABLE
COMMENT

GENERAL COMMENTS:
G1
If we expand, it must be done in an inclusive fashion.
G2
The expansion issue is multi-faceted. More discussion and study are
needed.
G3
It is clear that the issue of allowing Educational Assistants and Early
Childhood Educators to become part of the RWTO/OERO organization
cannot be solved at this time. The topic is too explosive! We are being
asked to make a judgement too quickly and without adequate
preparation. If our Provincial and Local RWTO/OERO cannot welcome
these educational colleagues wholeheartedly in a spirit of Caring and
Sharing, then we should delay this potentially divisive vote until a later
time when cooler heads might prevail. There is nothing to be gained by
forcing this vote forward and causing bad feelings and untold fallings out,
no matter how the vote goes. This is clearly an idea whose time has not
yet come.
G4
If the membership is opened to others, the branches could be given the
opportunity to opt out or in.
Smaller branches may be in need of more members to create a viable
branch. Could an associate membership be applied in those areas?
G5
The number of retired in-classroom support workers would always be
less than the number of retired teachers. The interests of the two
groups are similar. For these reasons, it is unlikely that the inclusion of
in-classroom support workers in RWTO would cause any change to the
organization.
COMMENTS IN SUPPORT OF EXTENSION:
P1
In-classroom support workers were our colleagues with whom we
formed strong bonds while working together in developing and
delivering program to assist the learning of special needs and identified
students.
P2
Expansion of the RWTO/OERO membership is consistent with our
mandate to foster equality and support for all women and with our
central belief in caring and sharing.
P3
The welcoming of retired women in-classroom support workers would
minimize the appearance of elitism by our organization and the possibly
perceived practice of exclusion.
P4a Expanding the membership definition may increase the size of the
membership, especially in smaller branches.
P4b Expanding the membership will grow the number of members, thereby
increasing the rebates available to branches and the pool for the
insurance program.
P5
In-classroom support workers are an integral part of the classroom.
They, too, are educators who do much good work, often in difficult
situations. They have the same goals and commitment to education that

FREQUENCY
BRANCH
INDIVIDUAL
3
8

0
2

0

1

3

0

1

1

9

3

6

1

4

1

11

3

8

2

10

2
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P6

P7

P8
P9

P10
P11

P12

P13

we have always valued. We valued in-classroom support workers in the
classroom and we should welcome them now.
In-classroom support workers will bring in fresh insights and new ideas,
making our groups more dynamic and diversified. We could use their
skills and talents in our club.
Many RWTO/OERO members are not aware of the role and position that
EA’s and ECE’s have in modern classrooms. The contributions made by
EA’s and ECE’s are significant. Ever since the Special Needs/Opportunity
classrooms were closed, all the students have been assimilated into
regular classrooms. In these classrooms, EA’s are more likely to play a
vital role in the teaching/learning. Some EA’s, in addition to preparing
and administering materials and implementing alternative strategies,
supervise students who require routine assistance with eating or
toileting. Some EA’s may also be called upon to deal with students who
suffer from conditions such as anxiety or autism, requiring properly
administered behavioral techniques to keep all persons safe in the school
and provide an environment in which these students may learn. In a
JK/SK program, the ECE is involved in the development and
implementation of the program alongside the teacher. Many modern
classrooms are managed, not just by a teacher, but by a team comprised
of the teacher, who sets the program, and an in-classroom support
worker who assists in carrying it out. By changing our membership
criteria to include retired in-classroom support workers, RWTO/OERO
would have an opportunity to recognize as partners in education, those
who have helped to bring about the academic success of all students.
At most of our meetings, we do not speak much at all about teaching
issues. Our focus is more on retired women’s issues – we all share those.
In the past, some RWTO/OERO members were able to teach with a year
of Normal School. Teacher qualifications have changed over the years
and so have those of the Educational Assistant and the Early Childhood
Educator. At present, in order to receive certification, EA’s and ECE’s
have two or more years of post-secondary study, including field
placements in the classroom setting. Some EA’s have left other careers
(e.g., nursing) and have that certification as well. RWTO doesn’t
discriminate among teachers with degrees, more than one degree, or no
degree. We should be inclusive and welcoming to all those who were
our colleagues.
Most members I know join to maintain social/professional contacts; this
is not likely to change.
Other groups are also looking further afield to increase their
memberships. For example, University Women’s Clubs are now
accepting members who do not have a degree and these members are
eligible for leadership roles. We should also be looking to reach out to
others to increase our potential field of members.
YES, we need to extend the membership, but RWTO/OERO needs to
spend some money advertising for the new members so they’ve at least
heard of us before the Branches approach them.
We should support the motion to expand our membership by, say 2017

8

1

2

3

2

0

3

2

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1
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and, in the meantime, have a committee formed to iron out the details.
An alternative would be to have a trial period of perhaps two to five
years, after which we analyze the impact of the change. We would, of
course, have to keep the members who enrolled during that period.
COMMENTS IN SUPPORT OF THE CURRENT MEMBERSHIP CRITERIA:
N1
RWTO/OERO was founded on, and maintains a continuing practice of
teachers helping teachers. This is too important and special to change.
N2
N3

N4

N5

N6
N7

N8
N9

N10

N11
N12

Expanding our membership to include non-teachers would change the
nature of our organization. Some members might choose to leave.
The addition of a large number of non-teachers to a branch could change
the balance of the membership, with the possibility that non-teachers
might become active in the leadership. This could change the nature of
the branch and its program.
The backgrounds of teachers and support workers are very different.
There would be no comfortable blending. The responsibilities of inclassroom support workers do not begin to compare with those of a
teacher.
Expanding the membership could result in even faster growth of larger
branches. This brings with it challenges in programming, finding venues
for luncheons, and administrative functions. Some branches might find it
necessary to break into smaller groups.
Programming for a group with diverse backgrounds would create
significant challenges.
Other organizations maintain their professional identity by keeping
membership open only to those who are qualified in the profession. For
example, the patient at a hospital needs assistance from nurses and
doctors in order to get well. However, nurses and doctors are not
members of the same organization. They work with each other, as
teachers and EA’s do, but they have each formed their own professional
organization. Each performs a unique job, and therefore should have its
own unique organization.
Expanding the membership to include in-classroom support workers could
result in Charter of Rights challenges from other groups.
There are other organizations for in-classroom support workers to join, for
example, RTO. They could also form their own group. If retired teachers
and retired non-teachers want to find a way to be together after they
retire, they can always find a way, especially if they are friends – for
example, the non-teachers could come as guests.
The RWTO/Manulife insurance program was designed for teachers, who
are considered a good financial risk. The insurance program might reject
non-teachers.
Caring and sharing applies within our group. There is no need to reach
outside.
RWTO/OERO is a professional organization for teachers and should be
kept that way. I want to belong to the Retired Women TEACHERS of
Ontario, not just a retired women’s group. Our members feel that, just as
they once belonged to a women teachers’ federation while teaching, on
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retirement they wish to continue as a member with the Retired Women
TEACHERS Association. We are a proud, specially qualified group that
should be proud to stand together, united in our heritage.
Soon we will celebrate sixty years as an organization. To expand the
membership now would not be an honor to the hard-working women who
formed this organization and worked so hard to improve conditions for
retired women teachers.
Rather than expanding to include non-teachers, we should reach out to
retired women teachers who have not yet joined us.
To be part of RWTO, you should have had OCT membership, paid dues to
OCT, held a teaching degree, and performed all the jobs of a teacher.
There must be a clarification of exactly WHO is included in the definition
of “retired women in-classroom support staff”.
This issue has surfaced and been turned down repeatedly. We need to
move on with no change and let it rest.

QUESTIONS:
Q1
How many in-classroom support workers would want to join
RWTO/OERO? Has anyone surveyed in-classroom support workers to
see if they would be interested in joining RWTO/OERO?
Q2a Would we accept in-classroom support workers as full members or as
associate members?
Q2b Should we consult with RTO regarding their experience with including
non-teachers and their classifications of associate members?
Q3
If we open the door to non-teachers, where would it stop?
Q4
Would RWTO/OERO change its name?
Q5
Would RWTO/OERO have to change its constitution and
policies/procedures?
Q6
How many years would an in-classroom support worker need to have
worked to be eligible? Does it matter?
Q7
How would membership fees and the insurance plan be affected by
expanding the membership to include in-classroom support workers?
Q8
Is our membership in danger of serious decline? Do we need to expand
it? Should a demographic study be undertaken?
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As noted in Major Question 6d) on page 3, membership extension would not require RWTO/OERO to change its
name. The costs listed below describe what might be involved if the organization chose to change its name.

APPENDIX C
THE COST IMPLICATIONS OF CHANGING THE NAME OF RWTO/OERO
If the name and membership criteria of RWTO/OERO were to change, it would be difficult to gauge the costs
involved with any certainty.
Having said that, let's just look at new member pins. The last batch we ordered was $2.56 + tax per pin. I can tell you
that prices will have gone up since then. But, using that figure, and assuming we have to give every member a new
pin, and allow for pins for new members joining in the future, if we ordered 6,000 pins (there are just over 5,500
members now), the cost would be over $17,000 + the cost to set up a new template. That's just member pins. Then
there would be Past Branch President pins and Past Provincial pins, Area Director pins and Executive pins. And,
consideration would have to be taken for an additional price for pins, if we have to order some in French.
New Membership Brochures would have to be purchased. The last 5,000 cost $1,880. There would be an additional
cost for a new template there, too. Terry Kennedy would have to get new Insurance Brochures to reflect the new
name. RWTO/OERO doesn't pay for those. I have no idea how many they order at a time, how many might be on
hand, what their cost would be, and how receptive they would be to have to order and pay for new ones because
RWTO/OERO changed its name.
A few years ago, when we ordered new letterhead, stickers, Thank You cards & envelopes, the cost was just over
$4,000. Note cards were $1,200 + tax. There would be an additional charge for a new template here too.
Cheques would have to be reordered, but I don't think the cost would be much more than what is paid now, since
they would only show a name and no logo. A new deposit stamp would have to be ordered. I have no idea what that
cost would be.
There would be a cost to change many places on the website, the cost of which would be based on our webmaster's
hourly rate of $40.00. I have no idea how long that would take her.
If the name were to change, we would have to see if we could even get the new name to use as our domain name
and private name for the website. I'm not sure what that cost would be. Assuming we could get whatever the name
might be, then we have to cancel what we had (we're paid for another 3 years) and register the new one.
A new template would have to be designed for the Connections Newsletter.
All of this is on top of getting a new Logo, either professionally done or by someone within RWTO/OERO who has the
ability to design one. I don't know what that cost would be.
Then there will be hours spent making all the necessary changes in the Constitution and Policy Manual. With the
extensive changes required, my guess is that every branch would want a hard copy provided to them rather than
have the document e-mailed to them and then they would have to print the documents.
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You may remember that in 2011 Mary Jane Finn did a workshop on the Policy Manual and provided 2 copies, in
binders, for each Branch. At that time the cost was $885 just for the Policy Manual. I expect that the cost would be
well over $1,000 if we had to give hard copies of both documents to each Branch.
There will also be many changes that I personally would have to make to the Provincial database and various
documents and reports that I create and send to the branches and/or Board members. One item that may be timeconsuming would be what the amount would be for membership dues if other groups, like EA's, are allowed to join.
There will be programming issues, especially if the dues are different than what is charged to a regular member. Will
there be rebates on their dues? If so, another programming issue.
I would have to redesign the various Certificates I currently do to accommodate a new logo/name.
I'm not sure if I have covered everything here. This is a difficult issue to put a price tag on.

Gloria Drake, Executive Secretary-Treasurer
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